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• Working Group Meetings
  – Tuesdays at 8:30 Pacific Time
  – Participants: Azul, Fujitsu, Goldman Sachs, IBM, Nokia, Oracle, Werner Keil, RedHat, SouJava, Mohamed Tamen, Patrick Curran, Heather VanCura
• Teleconference and WebEx meetings
• Java.net project home:
• https://java.net/projects/jcpnext4/pages/Home
• 2 Meetings since the last EC Meeting in July
We reviewed the meeting summary from the JCP EC July Meeting.

We decided on the following:

- Reviewed, discussed and updated Issue #55 (Permit individuals employed with JCP Corporate Members to join as Individual Members w/signed ECA), 28 (Maintenance Review changes-allow MLs to select a 2 week review period for urgent fixes),54 (allow University Professors to join as Individual JCP Members without an ECA).
- Assigned action items for closing bugs and reviewing the EDR(which was posted and closed yesterday).
- John Weir to update Workflow diagram based on change.
August 5 Meeting

• We discussed and agreed on issues closed, reviewed open issues. All issues that can be addressed presently have been updated.

• Reviewed the schedule for Public Review in September, followed up on agreement draft requests from Oracle Legal.
  • Agreed to start drafting the Affiliate Agreement, Partner Agreement, Employer Contributor Agreement (ECA).
Next Steps

• Continue meetings on Tuesdays at 08:30 am PDT as needed.

• Submit Public Review milestone posting on JCP.org in September with drafts of agreements.